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강익중, 바이런 김, 민용순, 빙 리 등 1990년대 뉴욕 아시아작가 그룹전 '고질라/ GO…
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GODZILLA: ECHOES FROM THE 1990S ASIAN AMERICAN ARTS NETWORK
4 GREAT JONES, 4TH FLOOR & 40 GREAT JONES | NEW YORK, NY
 
JANUARY 17 – MARCH 16, 2024
ERIC FIRESTONE GALLERY | CURATED BY JENNIFER SAMET
 
Pacita Abad • Diyan Achjadi • John Allen • Kim Anno • Todd Ayoung • Shelly Bahl • Rina Banerjee • China Blue • Emily
Cheng • Mel Chin • Al-An deSouza • Uday Dhar • Skowmon Hastanan • Zhang Hongtu • Michi Itami • Yun-Fei Ji • Ik-
Joong Kang • Betty Kano • Byron Kim • Nina Kuo • Li-lan • Bing Lee • Colin Lee • Hung Liu • Stefani Mar • Yong Soon
Min • Kazuko Miyamoto • Helen Oji • An Pham • Athena Robles • Carol Sun • Barbara Takenaga • Rirkrit Tiravanija •
Mary Ting • Rumi Tsuda • Martin Wong • Tony Wong • Charles Yuen • Garson Yu 
 

 
Hung Liu, Cookie Queen, 1994, oil on shaped canvas, 67 x 48 in. 170.2 x 121.9 cm.
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Eric Firestone Gallery is pleased to announce a major exhibition exploring the history of Godzilla Asian American Arts
Network, which was active in the 1990s. The exhibition will showcase the work of individual artists involved with the
network at the time. Spanning two gallery spaces, the show includes established artists and also ampli�es the voices
of artists who have not been centered in the canon, and who made their careers showing in alternative spaces. 
 
Godzilla founders—artists Bing Lee and Ken Chu, along with art historian Margo Machida—wanted to negotiate the
visibility and representation of Asian Americans and Paci�c Islanders in the art world. Godzilla functioned as a support
structure and source of collective action. 
 
As stated in Godzilla’s 1991 mission statement: “Godzilla is a New York-based group of Asian American visual artists
and art professionals whose goal is to establish a dynamic forum that will foster information exchange, mutual
support, documentation and networking among our expanding numbers across the United States.”
 
The original Godzilla movie was made in 1954 and re�ects the devastation of atomic bombs launched at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki during World War II. The monster Godzilla rose from nuclear waste and its reptilian skin was intended to
resemble keloid scars present on survivors of the atomic bombings. This “anarchistic lizard,” as described by art
historian Alice Yang, encapsulated the group’s simultaneous irreverence and serious reckoning with exclusionary
policies and lack of representation in the art world. 
 
Godzilla sought to resist the homogenous category of “Asian American” while also creating connections between
Asian Americans of different backgrounds. The group’s �rst collective action was a letter to Whitney director David
Ross protesting the lack of Asian American representation in the museum’s 1991 biennial. Copied on the letter were
several other museum professionals. Their message had an impact; they successfully established an ongoing
dialogue in�uencing diversity in museum exhibitions and staff, and the 1993 Biennial was notably focused on identity. 
 
As a result of Godzilla’s open membership policy and the popularity of its newsletter, the network reached over two
thousand members nationwide by 1995. The newsletter was designed with punchy, eye-catching graphics, with a
humorous and positive tone appealing to a wide audience. Gatherings ranged from loft parties, where food was
brought and shared, to structured panels, presentations, and “slide slams.” The network’s activities culminated in
several group exhibitions organized by Godzilla members and committees. 
 
The roster of artists in the current exhibition is drawn from those who showed in historically signi�cant Godzilla-
organized exhibitions.  The 1991 exhibition at “Dismantling Invisibility,” curated by Ken Chu, included work that
explored AIDS invisibility within the Asian American community. The “Curio Shop,” organized by Skowmon Hastanan,
appropriated the idea of a Chinatown curio shop in order to confront the mainstream exoticization of Asian Americans
and display the myriad cultural differences within the monolithic label Asian American. Godzilla members continued to
collaborate until their �nal exhibition “Why Asia?” in 2001 which included a series of banners hung on Canal Street
lamp posts.
 
The 2024 exhibition, while centered on a network, will ultimately look at individual artists and their unique voices, as
well as stylistic development since the time of their involvement with Godzilla. It honors the open structure of Godzilla,
allowing various themes to emerge, refusing any single uni�ed aesthetic. 
 
GODZILLA: Echoes of the 1990s Asian American Arts Network
Eric Firestone Gallery 
40 Great Jones Street & 4 Great Jones Street | New York, NY
January 17 – March 16, 2024
Tuesdays–Saturdays,10 AM – 6PM
https://www.eric�restonegallery.com
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